
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of business
intelligence reporting. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for business intelligence reporting

Provide support to Stakeholders including answering inquires, attending to
access requests, investigating data issues, and creating reports and analysis
to answer business questions
Drive process improvements and efficiencies through support case analysis
and process reengineering
Create in-depth business requirements across a variety of business functions,
such as Sales, Professional Services, Global Support, Marketing, Finance, HR,
and Legal for larger, company driven projects
Create and develop a team to drive excellence in business reporting &
analytics
Manage on time, high quality deliveries of our BI and Reporting Solutions
Assume the role of data expert to run the reporting & business intelligence
function within the Data Solutions team
Partner with product managers to support roadmap planning and business
requirements for internal and client-facing reporting needs
Develop, implement and optimize data management processes to design
elegant self-serve reporting & analytics solutions
Actively phase out dependencies on legacy databases, processes and
reporting tools
To extract data from multiple data sources to create integrated views that can
be used to drive decision making

Example of Business Intelligence Reporting Job
Description
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SSIS, SSRS, SSAS, PowerPivot, Power View
Bachelor degree in Computer Science, Engineering or related field
REQUIRED
Minimum 5-7 years of experience in developing business
intelligence/reporting applications in financial services industry REQUIRED
Minimum 7 years of proficiency and hands-on experience with Oracle
Business Intelligence (OBIEE) and Visualizations end-to end solutions life cycle
REQUIRED
Minimum 5 years of experience in building and maintaining OBI Applications
and using interdependent ETL, DAC, ODI , tools REQUIRED
Strong prior experience of implementing OBI Applications using Finance
Data such as Financial Analytics (GL, AP)


